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The goal of this research is to determine whether declared strategy voting can be an effective 
tool for group decision-making. Declared strategy voting is a novel group decision-making 
procedure in which preference is specified using voting strategies - first-order mathematical 
functions that specify a choice in terms of zero or more parameters. This research will focus on 
refining the declared strategy voting concept, developing an accessible implementation of 
declared strategy voting that can be used for mock elections, assessing the potential impacts of 
declared strategy voting, and evaluating the effectiveness of declared strategy voting for group 
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Complete Abstract: 
The goal of this research is to determine whether declared strategy voting can be an effective tool for 
group decision-making. Declared strategy voting is a novel group decision-making procedure in which 
preference is specified using voting strategies - first-order mathematical functions that specify a choice in 
terms of zero or more parameters. This research will focus on refining the declared strategy voting 
concept, developing an accessible implementation of declared strategy voting that can be used for mock 
elections, assessing the potential impacts of declared strategy voting, and evaluating the effectiveness of 
declared strategy voting for group decision-making. This proposal describes the signifcance of this 
research, preliminary studies, and proposed methodology for the remainder of this project. 
























